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I. INTRODUCTION

The scaling laws for pumping laser devices were recognized by the

earliest workers in the field to offer an enormous technological

challenge to the eventual development of an x-ray laser. Indeed a

practical, working device has yet to be reported in the open literature

although several false or misleading reports have appeared in the past

decade. One of the most promising technologies for achieving the

required rate of energy delivery for x-ray laser pumping has been that

of the multistage laser devices developed for the inertial confinement

fusion program. We have been exploring the application of this advancing

technology towards the development of a soft x-ray laser at the Labcratory

for Laser Energetics for several years.

This report presents a detailed summary of several theoretical

and experimental studies carried out under grant AFOSR-77-3189, "Develop-

ment of Cavity Resonators for Wavelengths Near 130 Angstroms." A

brief summary of the accomplishments of this study is given below.

At the beginning of this study none of the experimental tools for

the construction of an x-ray laser existed. This included not only

amplifying media and cavity resonators but a host of diagnostic artifacts

such as bright flourescent probe sources and beam transport optics.
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Thus if one of the numerous theoretical proposals for achieving laser

action at x-ray wavelength were to be verified experimentally, a straight-

forward method for recognizing experimental success had to be developed.

One of our first accomplishments under this grant was to model the

directional characteristics of amplified spontaneous emission and to

verify the predictions of this model with a free-standing, visible dye

laser amplifier designed to closely replicate the anticipated characteristics

of an amplifying laser produced plasma. A set of criteria for unambiguous

diagnosis of the presence of gain in such an amplifier was developed.

A major accomplishment during the grant period was the experimental

observation of population inversions in moderate Z, laser heated plasmas

from specially configured targets. These initial observations were made

using a laser which was too small to permit the experimental conditions

to be scaled to a geometry which would permit direct verification of

gain. However, a systematic parameter study of the factors which

significantly affect the observations was initiated. These studies are

in active pursuit at present. Also, during the grant period the

Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) acquired major new laser facilities

which have become available for this work. We believe these facilities

will enable us to attempt a direct measurement of gain in the soft x-ray

region.
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The prospect of successfully achieving soft x-ray amplification

has motivated us to consider the questior of a suitable strategy for

the eventual construction of a soft x-ray cavity resonator. Under

the grant we have undertaken a program of extensive modelling of the

possible performance characteristics of periodic, multilayer, thin

film structures in this application. One result of this study was

a new design which permits the use of discrete length polymer chains

in a Langmuir-Blodgett structure while allowing the wavelength of peak

reflectance to be tuned to a particular (i.e. arbitrary) wavelength.

A patent application has been filed on this design.

During the past four years great progress has been made toward

the construction of a practical soft x-ray laser. A candidate amplifying

medium has been experimentally identified and a proceedure to diagnose

its performance has been developed. The probable performance of

realizable cavity resonator structures is under study and such structures

should provide adequate feedback under anticipated experimental conditions.

Definitive experiments on soft x-ray laser action should be possible

in the near future as a consequence of these studies.

-3- I



el. Preliminary Studies on Population Inversions in Recombining Plasmas

When very intense pulses from a laser are focused onto solid

targets, a hot high density plasma is formed near the solid surface.

The incident laser energy is deposited primarily near the critical

density region of the plasma, i.e. the region where the plasma oscil-

lation frequency is equal to the incident laser frequency. For a

Nd+ 3 :glass laser (X=1.054 ) the critical electron density has a value of
I 10~~21 cm 3 " pouigtrwtm

10l cm- . Modern multistage glass laser systems producing terawatt

level pulses of subnanosecond duration can achieve focused intensities

exceeding 1016 W/cm and will produce plasma electron temperatures of

lKev in the critical density region. Such plasmas are composed pre-

dominantly of highly stripped ions.

As the plasma expands away from the solid surface, the particle

temperatures drop rapidly and recombination takes place. The two prin-

cipal recombination processes occurring in the underdense region of the

plasma are radiative recombination (the inverse of photoionization) and

three-body recombination (the inverse of collisional ionization). It is

well known that in recombining hydrogen-like and helium-like plasmas,

radiative recombination favors the population of low lying principal

quantum levels while three-body recombination is favored into high lying

levels. Gudzenko and Shelepin first pointed out that inverted populations

would be possible in recombining plasmas under conditions where three-

body recombination would predominate.1 Numerous theoretical treatments

of these conditions have subsequently been gtvern, and several reports

of measured population inversions in expanding, laser produced plasmas

-4-
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have appeared. Until recently, however, none of the estimated inver-

sion densities reported has been high enough to represent useful gain or

to attempt direct demonstration of laser action.

If one compares the ratio of collisional to radiative recombination

5
rates in hydrogen like plasmas , one finds that for a given ratio of ion

excited state energy to electron temperature, the electron density

required for the dominance of collisional recombination scales as Z3 .

Thus, provided one can excite high Z plasmas to nearly full ionized

conditions, one has much higher electron densities at which inversion

conditions would be favored. The corresponding population inversita

densities will be higher as well. In our experiments we employed a

laser of much higher power than that employed by previous workers

enabling us to excite aluminum targets to the appropriate level of

ionization. Previous workers were able to employ only carbon plasma.

We observed population inversion at 10-1000 times higher electron

density than previously observed.

One problem which develops at high particle densities is that

collisional recombination may occur very rapidly, before the plasma has

had time to expand, cool, and insure depopulation of the lower lying

states. To provide for adequate cooling in our experiments a stepped

target design was employed to provide a high density heat sink in the

expanding plasma.

Our experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. A multistage

mode-locked Nd+3 :glass laser was employed producing single 200 psec

pulses with up to 10J in energy. The laser pulses were focused on the

aluminum target surface by an f/3.5 aspheric lens so that the edge of

-5-
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the focused beam grazed a thin magnesium plate set slightly in front of

the aluminum block. A spatially resolving crystal spectrograph was

located near the target surface and oriented to record the radiation

from the expanding plasma. The spatial dispersion was arranged along

the direction normal to the target surface. The spectrograph recorded
0

emission lines from the plasma in the wavelength range of 6-8A, cor-

responding to radiative transitions from the various principal quantum

levels of Al' 11 and Al 12 to the respective ground states. In the

underdense regions of the expanding plasma, collisional depopulation of

the excited states is negligible compared to radiative decay. Thus the

intensities of the emission lines are a direct measure of the level

populations.

In Figure 2, two spectra obtained from the instrument described

above are shown. These spectra were recorded on the same single shot

but were produced by emitting regions at different distances from the

target surface. The upper trace shows the emission spectrum near the

target surface. The regular decrease in the line intensities as a

function of principal quantum number in the two ion species is normal

for high density high temperature plasmas. In the lower spectrum,

recorded from a region approximately 400 um from the target surface, a

distinct reversal of this trend is evident in the helium-like series.

An unambiguous inversion in emission intensity, and thus in population,

between the Is4p and Is3p levels is evident. A complete examination of

such spectra shows that in the geometry employed here, population inver-

sion between these levels begins approximately 150 wm from the target

surface, reaching its maximum density approximately 350 um from the

surface.

-7- 1
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The experimental results have been compared to numerical calcu-

lations with the one dimensional two-temperature hydrodynamic code SUPER

which includes rate equations for the evolution of the aluminum ion

charge states and excited level populations and an escape factor approxi-

mation for line radiation transport.6  A comparison of the computed and

measured spatial electron temperature distribution is shown in Figure 3.

The measured electron temperatures were obtained from the intensity

ratios of the resonance lines of the hydrogen-like to the helium-like
7

ions. A comparison of the measured and computed electron density

distributions along with the distribution of population inversion density

is given in Figure 4. The electron density was measured from the intensity

ratio of the resonance line to the intercombination line in the helium-
8

like ion. The effect of the heat sink was included in the numerical

model by assuming a lateral temperature gradient scale length of 200 'm,

conducting heat into a sink of electron density 1021 cm"3 at a location

corresponding to the magnesium plate. The generally close agreement

obtained gives us confidence that the numerical model may be used to

help us further optimize the experimental conditions for population

inversion.

Having demonstrated an inverted population in the plasma, we turn

our attention to the potential amplifying properties of the medium. We

3 3
estimate the gain coefficient for the 4 3F - 3 D manifold at 129.7A

to be of the order of 10 cm "I. Using a circular focal spot geometry the

measured plasma width in the inversion region is approximately 200 Pm.

The gain length product is of the order of 0.2 corresponding to a single

pass gain of 22%. Although significant by visible laser standards, this

is too low to measure directly at soft x-ray wavelengths.,

-9-
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In the experiments performed to date, a maximum laser pulse power

of 50 GW was employed, focused into a circular spot of approximately 60 )1

in diameter. In order to extend the present work to a line focus geometry,

higher laser power is required. This is because the irradiated area of

the target is larger, and we wish to maintain the target illumination

intensity in order to achieve the appropriate plasma particle tempera-

tures required to reach the necessary ionization stages. A single beam

Nd +3:glass laser is available at LLE, delivering in excess of 500 GW in

single pulses. Preliminary tests on our target interaction apparatus

indicate that the focal spot size of this beam is well below 50 um, possibly

as small as 20 Pm. This improved focusability is consistent with the design

goals and the measured beam divergence of this facility. Thus it appears

that we should be able to reproduce our previous experimental conditions

in line focus geometries up to a few millimeters in length. It seems

quite likely that an overall single pass gain of 10 could be achieved in

this way.
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III. Angular Distribution of Amplified Spontaneous Emission

A principal objective of our research is to develop soft x-ray

amplifying media with sufficient gain to serve as the basis for a practical

laser amplifier or oscillator. Detection of the presence of an inverted

population is a necessary, but not sufficient step toward meeting this

objective. We have, therefore, made a study of methods of diagnosing

the presence of gain in a medium whose characteristics are transient

and not perfectly reproducible. This study has been carried out using

both analytic modelling and experimental measurements on a dye amplifier.

In this section we present a brief summary of the salient features of

this study. The detailed results of the study are attached at the end of

this report. This work was submitted in partial fulfillment of the re-
10

quirements for the Ph.D. degree at the iniversity of Rochester.

We describe the amplification of the radiation field in the ampli-

fier by a steady-state, geometric (no diffraction) radiation transport

equation. The transport equation is

v I ((,i v)=[N b , b (v)-N a( v)aab(v )] I (T ,i) + Nb( ,v)ob (v) 
2hv3
c2

where I (sx) is the specific intensity or spectral radiance at a point
IV

x in the medium in the direction s at a frequency v.11 I V(T,) has

units of power per unit area per sterradian per unit frequency interval.

Because the propagation time in the medium is assumed to be small compared

to the temporal variations, the time dependence of I (s,X) may be con-

sidered explicitly. Nb(7,v) and Na(iv) are the population densities

of the upper and lower laser levels, respectively, and in general are

-13-



functions of position and frequency. Ob(v) and a(v) are the stimulated

emission and absorption cross-sections and are also functions of frequency.

Two contributions to the increase in spectral radiance are considered:

net stimulated emission and fluorescence. The net stimulated emission

is the difference in stimulated emission, N bObalV , and absorption Na abiv .

Fluorescence or spontaneous emission, Nboa 2hv
bba 7-1 is often neglected in

laser oscillator calculations; however, fluorescence must be included

in ASE calculations because it is the sole source term. The medium is

assumed to be optically thin so that resonant absorption (and thus radi-

ation trapping) and scattering may be neglected.

We have considered the solution to the radiation transport equation

for two kinds of amplifier geometry. In one case we consider a rectangular

medium of square cross section with a spatially uniform distribution

of gain. The radiation transport characteristics are considered for

various geometrical aspect ratios and gain-length products. In the second

case we consider a rectangular medium divided into two zones: one zone

exhibits gain uniformly within the zone, while the other zone exhibits

strong fluorescence but no amplification. This second case is intended

to model a laser plasma in which soft x-ray amplification may be present

in only the lower density regions. This would be the case with the recom-

bination scheme described earlier.

The laser-pumped dye amplifier experiment was designed to simulate

an optically freestanding ASE source or amplifier with a non-uniform trans-

verse gain profile. Our objective was to measure the ASE angular distri-

bution and to compare the observed dependence of the distribution on the

gain coefficient and the amplifier geometry to that predicted by the ASE

theory.

-14-_



The experimental set-up for the dye amplifier ASE experiment is

shown schematically in Figure 5. R6G dye in an index matched quartz

dye cell was optically pumped by a 15 nsec pulse from a frequency

doubled, Nd 3 :Yag oscillator and glass laser amplifier system. The

angular distribution of ASE from the dye was measured at discrete angles

using silicon photodiodes, and continuously about the longitudinal axis

using Tri-X film. The pumped length of the dye cell was varied using an

aperture, thus permitting a gain measurement independent of the angular

distribution measurements.

Scale drawings of two experimental table configurations are shown

in Figures 6 and 7. The entire table was covered by a flat black light-

tight box to block both amplifier flashlamp light and room light. Two

450 dielectric mirrors with Rmax at 532nm were used to align the pump

beam on the experimental table and into the dye cell. These mirrors also

filtered out the unconverted 1. 6 , beam.

The pump beam was vertically focused by a positive cylindrical

lens (creating a horizontal line focus) and then expanded by a negative

spherical lens as shown in Figure 8. This lens configuration produced

a diverging beam with an elliptical cross-section; at the dye cell the

horizontal magnification was eight while the vertical magnification was

approximately 1.6. The central portion passed through a rectangular

aperture to control the distribution of pump light to the dye. Half

of the pump beam (away from the detectors) was blocked by the aperture

for one-half length amplifier shots.

Pump beam alignment was facilitated by using a coincident beam

from a HeNe laser to center the beam through the dye cell and to

ensure proper beam focusing. The final alignment was obtained by

-15-1
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photographing the beam transmitted through the dye cell on Polaroid

410 film using only the frequency doubled oscillator pulse. This

also provided a qualitative estimate of the pump beam uniformity.

For a typical pump beam profile, approximately 35% non-uniformity was

obtained.

A Herschel wedge was inserted in the pump beam to reflect approxi-

mately 4 of the beam to each photodiode, PDE and PDP. PDE measured

the pump beam energy and was calibrated using a Gentec calorimeter.

PDP monitored the pump beam temporal profile. A fraction of this energy

(due to beam expansion and obscuration of the beam) pumped the dye.

The R6G fluorescence power was temporally resolved by PD4. PD4

was located perpendicular to the dye cell axis and 280 above the hori-

zontal plane. This orientation, combined with a beam tube and a 560nm

cut-off, long-pass orange glass filter, prevented significant pick up

of the green pump beam. PD4 was sufficiently distant from the cell (29cm)

for the fluorescence to be isotropic over the collection angle.

The ASE along the dye cell axis was time resolved by PDI as shown

in Figure 6. A small beamsplitter (1cm square) directed 25% of the axial

ASE to PD1. PD alignment was obtained using a HeNe beam centered along

the dye cell bore. Pump light was excluded by the use of a beam tube

and an orange glass filter.

The temporally integrated angular distribution was measured simul-

taneously using 4"x5" panachromatic Tri-X film located behind the beam-

splitter in a standard film holder. A black cardboard light box con-

nected the film holder and dye cell, preventing stray light from fogging

the film.

-20-



A second configuration is shown in Figure 7 in which the ASE was

measured along the dye cell axis by PD1 and inthe horizontal plane by

PD2 and PD3. Orange glass filters: 560nm cut-off, long-pass, were

used on the PD's.

We find good agreement between the analytic model and the experimental

measurements over the range of geometries and gain coefficients investigated.

It is found that in high aspect ratio, i.e. needle-shaped, amplifying

media that the angular distribution of the radiation is the most sensi-

tive practical diagnostic of the presence of gain. It appears that a

gain length product of unity may be diagnosed under favorable conditions;

under pessimistic conditions a gain length product no greater than three

may still be adequate.

While the directional characteristics of an ASE source of this type

would be interesting, such a level of amplification would made the con-

struction of a feedback device an intriguing possibility. Of course,

the normal incidence reflectivity of solid materials is very low for all
0

wavelengths shorter than 300A due to severe photoelectric scattering.

However, it is possible to design periodic structures consisting of

alternating layers of high Z and low Z materials which might be expected

to exhibit significant reflectivity in this wavelength range.
12-14

Attempts to produce such structures by evaporative deposition have been

largely unsuccessful due to the intrinsically stringent controls needed

on film thickness.13 Accordingly, we have considered various non-

evaporative deposition methods, especially the use of Langmuir-Blodgett

layers 15 of insoluble fatty acids. During the course of these investi-

gations we received a very interesting suggestion from Professor Henke.
16

-21- 1



He pointed out that multilayer structures of this type 17 have an energy
o

resolution of the order of lev, i.e. a resolution of 1A in the vicinity
0

of 120A. He also pointed out that lead lignocerate has a 2d periodicity
C

of 130A. Therefore, such a multilayer should exhibit significant normal

incidence reflectivity at a wavelength of 129.7A, the calculated wave-

length of our amplifying transition. We have subsequently calculated a

noraml incidence reflectivity of 11% for such a structure. Accordingly,

as part of our program we propose to examine such structures further as

this is sufficient reflectivity to produce oscillation at gain levels

estimated earlier.

-22-



IV. Parameter Study of Excited State Populations in Recombining Plasmas

Since our initial measurements described in Section II were made,

our experimental apparatus was installed in a laboratory located to

receive pulses produced by LLE's Glass Development Laser (GDL). This

laser was built as an engineering prototype of LLE's 24 beam OMEGA laser

system. The prototype studies were completed in 1978 and the GOL system

is now being used to perform a variety of scientific experiments, including

the soft x-ray laser development experiments to be described. The GDL

system is rated at 500 GW pulse power in 50 psec FWHM pulses and up to 160

joules per pulse in I nsec FWHM pulses. The pulse repetition rate is 2

shots per hour, the highest of any high power glass laser system in oper-

ation or under construction. A beam divergence of 100 vrad or better is

measured at full rated output. This corresponds to near diffraction

limited performance at the output aperture of 9 cm and is achieved by

extensive use of spatial filters in the laser amplifier chain. A

schematic diagram of the GDL system is given in Figure 9.

The GDL system is equipped with two mode-locked oscillators, one

optimized for short pulse (e.g., 50 psec) production and the other opti-

mized for long pulse (e.g., 500 psec) production. This enables rapid

changeover in system pulsewidth to efficiently fill the requirement of

the several experimental facilities served by the GDL laser system.

The spatially resolved crystal spectrograph experiments described

above were repeated using the GTL laser system at 150 psec, 400 psec,

and 700 psec FWHM pulses. The results obtained are quite similar to

that shown in Figure 10 and show little dependence on laser pulsewidth.
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This suggests that the plasma expansion from the solid surface may be

characterized by a kind of stationary flow in this geometry and that the

heat sink has more than a transient effect on the temperature profile in

the expansion region. Further experiments were conducted to determine

the characteristics of the heat sink.

To learn more about the transport of energy from the plasma to the

heat sink the geometry shown in Figure 11 was modified by adding a second

heat sink element in the plane of the first, but with its edge on the

other side of the core of focused rays from the laser pulse. This

results in a heat sink geometry in the form of a slit. The orientation

of the heat sink slit was chosen to allow the spatially resolving crys-

tal spectrograph to view along the slit opening, perpendicular to the

view illustrated in Figure 11.

A spatially resolved spectrogram is shown in Figure 12 which illus-

trates both the experimental technique and the operation of the heat

sink. In this experiment a 58 joule 400 psec FWHM laser pulse was

focused on the surface of an aluminum target to a focal spot diameter of

approximately 100 ipm. The heat sink slit was constructed of lead foil

and was located 100 pm from the target surface and had an opening of

approximately 200 um. The spectrograph slit was oriented with its

opening in the plane of incidence of the flat diffracting crystal pro-

viding spatial resolution normal to the surface of the target. The slit

was adjusted to give a spatial resolution of approximately 50 m.

-26-
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When the spectral components of the source are well separated in

the spectrograph, as is the case here, the observed widths of the lines

will be determined by the spatial extent of the source unless a second

slit is included in the spectrograph with its opening normal to the

plane of diffraction. We deliberately omit the second slit in order to

obtain spatial resolution of the source parallel to the surface of the

target, in this case of the order of 40 14m. In effect, then, we have

two dimensional spatial resolution of the emission of each of the prin-

cipal emission lines from aluminum ions in the range of 5 - 8R.

The spatial resolution slit is constructed out of two small steel

pins which allow some radiation to pass directly to the crystal on

either side of the pins. The spectra recorded here are spatially inte-

grated in the direction normal to the target. The spatial integration

is complete outside the shadow of the pins. However, the shadow of the

pin farthest from the target surface will be partially illuminated by

radiation from the expanding plasma. This shadowgram spectrum is par-

tially spatially integrated and is increasingly localized into the

shadow.

In Figure 12 we see fully integrated spectra displayed vertically on

the right- and left-hand side of the figure. The shadowgram spectrum is

visible in the left-hand shadow which the fully spatially resolved

spectrum appears in the center. In this geometry the image magnifi-

cation varies slightly along the direction of spectral dispersion so a

spatial scale has been included on the left side of the figure. Identi-

fication of the hydrogen-like (Lyman) transitions and of the upper

levels corresponding to transitions to the ground state in the helium-
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like ions of aluminum is given on the right hand side of the figure.

The target surface position in the spatially resolved spectra is at

the left side portion of each spectrum with the plasma expanding

toward the right.

Several interesting features are apparent in the spatially resolved

spectrum in Figure 12. Each line in the spectrum exhibits bright

emission near the target surface, the hot, high density region of the

plasma. The emission drops abruptly due to the gradual decrease in

both temperature and density in the expanding plasma until it strikes

the heat sink. At this point the emission increases dramatically,

particularly in the higher series lines from the helium-like ions where

the emission becomes brighter than it was at the target surface. This

is consistent with an enhanced degree of collisional recombination, due

to a sudden local temperature drop, which favors population of the

higher quantum levels of an atom. It appears that the instantaneous

effect of the heat sink is quite localized and is produced by collision

of plasma ions with the heat sink surface, rather than due to a pre-

plasma produced from the heat sink by the edges of the laser beam. As

the aluminum plasma expands beyond the heat sink, lateral thermal con-

duction cools the central portion of the jet and the emission lines

persist for several hundred microns or more, particularly from the

higher lying series members. (This persistence is better exhibited on

the microdensitometer traces in Figure 10 than in the spectrogram repro-

duction in Figure 12.)
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With this spatially resolved spectroscopic technique we may now

begin to address the question of the optimization of the heat sink

construction. The results of an experiment to test the effect of heat

sink composition is shown in Figure 13. The target irradiation conditions

were similar to those used to obtain Figure 12 except that the heat sink

was composed of two different metals. With reference to the figure the

upper edge of the heat sink was made of a magnesium foil which the lower

edge was made of lead foil. With reference to the emission in the plane

of the heat sink there is no clear difference in the effectiveness of

the two materials even though they have quite different thermal conduc-
tivities and heat capacities.

It is interesting to observe the appearance of magnesium lines in

this spectrum. The emission begins at the heat sink surface and moves

outward, away from the target surface. This is consistent with colli-

sional heating and momentum transfer from the expanding aluminum plasma.

If the heat sink were being ionized by the edge of the laser pulse one

might expect some motion of the magnesium ions toward the target surface

as well.

Since the observation of inverted populations appears to be straight-

forward with our technique, and since it does not appear to critically

depend upon the various experimental parameters, we have now turned our

attention to direct measurements of the emission from the various excited

state transitions of helium-like aluminum in the range from 50 to 400 .

These measurements are being made with a grazing incidence grating

spectrograph.
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Our first tests with this spectrograph have just been completed at

this writing. Our spectrograph was fitted with a 40 cm radius, 600 grove/mm

platinum coated grating with a blaze angle of 10 35 . The entrance slit

was 20 um wide for these first tests and located approximately 10 cm

from the laser plasma. The spectrograph was fitted with a spatially

resolving slit approximately 100 um wide; the spectrograph viewing

direction was along the target surface so the emission was spatially

resolved in the direction of plasma expansion.

A microdensitometer trace of one portion of a grating spectrum is

shown in Figure 14. This recording was obtained from a single 87.7 joule

700 psec FWHM laser pulse. The wavelength scale is only approximate and

we are just beginning the task of identifying the prominent spectral

components in the recording. At this juncture the important point is

that we have demonstrated single shot recording capability in this

spectral region and are prepared to begin a systematic Investigation to

discover radiation transport effects in line focus geometry associated

with an amplifying condition.
18
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V. Preliminary Designs for Soft X-Ray Cavity Resonators

In this section we describe a mirror structure that can provide a

high normal incidence reflectivity at any chosen soft x-ray wavelength

in the range 70 9 - 300 R, where conventional metallic reflectors cannot

function. The new reflector is a modified multiple bilayer structure

consisting of a periodic array of fatty acid films separated by thin

metallic layers. Schematic enlargements of typical structures are shown

in Figs. 15 and 16.

Principles of Operation

At wavelengths shorter than 300R, ordinary disordered solid materials

have very weak normal incidence reflectances since their indices of

refraction approach closely to unity. Similarly, a weak reflection may

be obtained at each boundary in a periodic structure of the sort formed

when layers of high and low density material are deposited alternately.

If the period length of the structure is set to the correct value, which

will be near but not precisely equal to half the wavelength of the

normally incident radiation, the reflected components from the various

boundaries will combine constructively to yield a strong overall

reflection.

A well-known class of structures that satisfy the above conditions

at certain wavelengths in the range 70R - 1609 are the Langmuir-Blodgett

multilayers. Such a structure is formed by floating a monomolecular

fatty acid film on a heavy metal ion solution and then attaching the

monolayer to a mirror substrate by dipping the substrate into the solu-

tion (Figure 17). A layer is deposited on each downstroke and sometimes
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USE OF MIXED SPACINGS TO MATCH
MIRROR RESONANCE TO SOURCE WAVELENGTH

In this example:

NA=3NB LL. !L.JJ
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A HYBRID MULTILAYER CONTAINING
LANGMUIR-BLODGETT AND VACUUM DEPOSITED LAYERS

-atyMi A

III]]J Bilayer deposited with
1 [ j j Langmuir-Blodgett technique

- Additional high density
layer of vacuum deposited material

[r

Figure 16
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Caption to Figure 17

The pool of water that supports the film is contained in a Teflon-
coated Al trough. The water is doubly distilled, and can be cooled or
heated relative to the surrounding environment.

The film is compressed by a force supplied to a moveable barrier
through weights. The barrier is made of sheet Teflon and "floats" on
the water surface. It is slightly wider than the trough but is not in
contact with the trough edge; instead it rides on a thin layer of water
pinched between the trough edge and itself.

The seesaw-like device that dips the substrate into the film is
powered by a reversing motor (not shown; the motor is mounted on a
separate table for vibration isolation).

Deposition occurs primarily on the down-strokes, but poor quality
up-stroke depositions can take place during the first few cycles. To in-
hibit these, a jet of air is directed at the pulleys during the up-strokes
in order to decompress the film.

The Teflon trough and aluminum.supporting frame rest in a water-filled
thermal reservoir cooled or heated by a NESLAB RTE-3 circulator.

The apparatus is surrounded by a plexiglass enclosure with optional
nitrogen-purging, and is mounted on a layer of padding for vibration-isolation.
The Teflon parts are cleaned with chromic acid between fabrication sessions.
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on each upstroke, and the bilayer molecular alignment shown in Figure 18

is obtained. A multiple bilayer structure is then formed as the dipping
19

of the substrate into the aqueous suspension is repeated. These struc-

tures can provide significant normal incidence reflection only at a set

of discretely spaced soft x-ray wavelengths corresponding to the dis-

crete set of fatty acid molecular chain lengths. Furthermore, the low

concentration of heavy ions in the metallic salts of fatty acids implies

that a large number of layers must LF used to achieve good reflectivity.

This increase in the number of required layers causes an accompanying

increase in absorption, reducing the reflectivity finally obtained.

In the structure described in Figure 15, the wavelength of peak

reflectivity has been shifted away from any of the discrete values that

a mirror made from a single fatty acid molecule would be restricted to;

this has been accomplished by periodically inserting into the structure

layers formed from a second species of fatty acid. Increased spacings

between the metallic layers can be obtained by transferring some of the

fatty acid films from an aqueous substrate not containing metallic ions.

The effective period thickness of the structure then becomes approxi-

mately the arithmetic mean of all spacing distances in the structure's

physical repeat period. Since good performance is obtained from such

structures over a small but finite range of wavelengths, a limited set

of molecular combinations can provide high reflectance over all wave-

lengths in the 70R - 30C range. (The upper limit simply represents

the approximate short wavelength cutoff of conventional reflectors.)
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Longmuir- Blodgett Multilayer

a. Schematic of multilayer.

Basic Period (CHs(CH2)nCOO)2Pb

b. Schematic of basic period.

,..-The base area of the cell is 20.5Z 2

CH3

ICH2

C."2  Low index layer (a layer)t CH2

Approx..74 CH2

\ -C I

-Pb High Index layer (b layer)1.3 3, 0' O, c.0O

CH2
I

CH 2

CH A region of low electron-density
C Is present between fatty-acid chains.

Figure 18
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The reflectance of such structures is further enhanced if an

additional thin metallic layer is deposited on each monatomic metallic

layer that is deposited with the Langmuir-Blodgett technique (Figure 16).

This increases the interaction of each individual period with the x-rays,

allowing the use of fewer periods in the mirror and consequently the

production of mirrors having reduced absorption. If additional metallic

layers are used, the resonant wavelength of the mirror can be controlled

through variation of the thickness of these layers, rather than through

the use of fatty acids having non-uniform molecular lengths.

We have developed an analytic theory of the reflectance of such

multilayer structures from which characteristics of the above designs

were deduced. For convenience in illustrating the behavior of these

structures, we present numerical calculations of the reflectances of

20typical systems using the MULTFILM III program . In this program each

material layer is assigned a complex index of refraction which is as-

sumed to be constant throughout the layer. Maxwell's equations in such

a structure are then solved in a matrix formulation by matching the

boundary conditions across the layers.

In order to use the program, the material indices of refraction

must be determined. The basis for this determination is the atomic

model of the fatty acid structures developed by Henke21' 2.The complex

atomic scattering factors for the atoms are then obtained using various

sources. For 0 and H the imaginary part (f") is obtained from the

Atomic Data Tables23 . The f"'s for C and Pb change rapidly in the 130O

region and values for these were obtained from Tukirski 24and from
25

DESY
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The real part (f') for H was calculated assuming free electron scat-

tering. The f's for C and 0 were obtained from DESY data25 the latter

values by comparing results for Al and Al203. For Pb, f was obtained

from a Kramer's-Kronig calculation by Henke26.

The high index layer is modeled as lying between the terminating

carboxyl groups of the fatty acid. The low index layer may be treated

as a spatially uniform contribution of CH2 groups for simplicity;

however, a region of low electron density may exist between the facing

carbon atoms of the terminal CH3 groups. Our calculations show that the

effect of such a region is to enhance the overall reflectance of the

multilayer structure while leaving unchanged the performance trends

implied by the use of mixed spacing or hybrid assemblies.

The comparative performance calculated for four types of these

multilayer structures is shown in Fig. 19. Curve 1 shows the spectral

variation of the normal incidence reflectivity of an ideal (i.e. defect

free) multilayer made from lead lignocerate. Included in the calculation

was the effect of the postulated low index layer between the fatty acid

chains. In curve 2, every fourth molecule in the lignocerate multilayer

has been replaced by a molecule of cerotic acid, which has two additional

CH2 groups in the chain. In curve 3, the reflectance of a pure palmitic

acid multilayer has been enhanced by deposition of additional metallic

lead after each bilayer deposition. The lead density was taken to be

half of the bulk metal and to have total thickness of approximately

229. The attractiveness of the use of hydrocarbons to obtain low index
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layers is shown in curve 4 where the reflectance of an evaporated structure

of alternating pure lead and pure carbon layers of suitably optimized

thickness is shown.

A further advantage to the use of the Langmuir-Blodgett fabrication

technique is the reproducibility of layer thickness which should be

achievable. Although improved methods of controlling the thickness of

ultra-thin evaporated layers are being developed, the effect of very

small thickness errors can be very serious in reflector performance.

The calculated effect on the peak reflectance of randomly distributed

thickness errors in the low index layer of the lead-carbon evaporated

multilayer shown in Fig. 19, curve 4, is shown in Fig. 20.
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THE EFFECT OF DEPOSITION ERROR ON
REFLECTIVITY

20
Lead-Carbon Multilayer

),=130 A
nPb =.923+.0531
n1 =.976+.00611
dpb "20A
dc -47A

12"
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Figure 20
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APPENDIX 1
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF POPULATION INVERSION
BETh EE% A]" LEVELS IN A LASER-PRODUCED PLASMA

*.A BHAGANVATULA and B YAAKOBI
Lzborcr-o " for Lasee Enerletics L nz versityt of Rochester.
Rochesle, Aem, )ork J46' 7

. USA

Recei~ed .3 December 1977

Measured X-:a' intensities of the resonance line series of AI "1 I in a laser-produced plasma shows population inversion
bei%,een the n - 4. 5 levels and the n - 3 level at a plasma density Ne - 1020 cm"3.The cooling of the expanding plasma
leadlng to in% ersion is enhanced b. a special target configuration. The pin coefficient in the 4 - 3 transition at 129.7 A
is estimated to be - 10 cm-1, using both measured line intensities and numerical simulation.

Population inversion in an expanding laser-produced ical code rather than a similarity model as in refs. 12)
carbor plasma has been reported in two previous ex- and 141, and we come to different conclusions: cylin.
periments 11,2]. Here we report on the observation drical expansion is not really advantageous over planar
of population inversion of the levels n - 3 and 4 (also expansion. The expanding plasma in both cases goes
of n - 3 and 5) of AI1 I by measuring the X-ray lines through a similar succession of parameter values (tern.
from these levels to the ground state. Even though perature, density, population), only in plane expan-
the basic mechanmsm producing the inversion (i.e., re- sion this is extended over longer time and distance
combination in an expanding plasma) is the same, spans.
there are several important differences between this (5) The most important feature of the present ex.
and previous experiments periment is the employment of a stepped target de-

(1) Here the observed line (ls2-ls4p) starting on signed to cool the plasma at a certain distance from
the upper level is actually stronger than the line (I s2-  the initial surface. The idea here is that unlike expan-
ls3p) starting on the lower level of the inverted pair, sion, cooling due to an additional plate is not accom-
beyond a certain distance from the target. This means panied by a drop in density and with it in gain.
that the deduced population inversion is not subject Fig. I shows the experimental configuration: a
to doubts due to the imprecise knowledge of film glass:Nd laser of energy typically 10 J in 200 ps is
calibration. Similar evidence was reported recently
by Dixon and Elton 131 in a different inversion
scheme: resonant charge exchange. TO I-MY'

(2) Our spectra represent a single experiment per o ,"-/'-' .- '/
exposure. U INOESuM loopi

(3) By employing a laser of power one to two or- :T:I -t f
ders of magnitude higher, we were able to achieve in- M

version in a higher-Z target (A] as compared with C).
Consequently, we observe an inversion at a higher
density,N e - 1020 cm- 3 , as compared with - l07 A

cm- 3 in ref. 11] and - 1019 cm- 3 in ref. [2] .Higher
densities lead, of course, to a higher gain.

(4) We employ a full-fledged hydrodynamic numer. Fig. 1. The experimental configuration.
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focused onto a stepped target an aluminum slab and Benjamin et al. [61. The reflectivity of the analyzing
a magnesium plate in front of it for cooling the ex- crystal (TI.A.P.) was measured b) Henke and Tester
pandng Al plasma Magnesium %as chosen because 171.
A and Mg lines can be registered on the same film. Fig. 2 shows the aluminum spectra before calibra-
A small portion of the laser beam hits the magnesium tion at two distances from the aluminum surface. The
plate giing rise 1o %%eak emission of the two resonance line ls 2 -ls4p was found to be consistently stronger
lines of Ng' 1O and Mg*"I ions The high densit\ Mg than the 1s2-ls3p line for all distances ; 300 pm.
plasma close to the Mig plate surface where the tem- showing unequivocally an inversion between the n =
perature drops to the metal bulk temperature is a 4 and 3 levels. For larger distances (Z 500 Mm) even
heat sink. drawing heat from the low density high the line s2 - lsSp becomes more intense than the
temperature Al expanding plasma. An X-ray crystal two preceding ones. For smaller distances but larger
spectrograph equipped with a slit measured Al and than 1S0 pm we derive population inversion of the
Mg lines as a function of the disiaic perpcndicular nt a 3,4 levels even though the line intensities them-
to the target. Spectra registered on Kodak No-Screen selves decrease along the series. Flat (non.stepped)
and Kodak RAR_490 films gave very similar results targets of Al or Mg do not show such intensity inver-
except that the latter film has a better signal to back- sion (even though some population inversion was de-
ground ratio Elaborate calibration of No-Screen film duced). This behavior is consistent with recombina.
has been carried out in our laboratory 151 whereas lion in a cooling plasma which will show population
for RAR2490 film we relied on the curves given by inversion if Ne < 1014 Z7 (so that excitation colli-

RESONANCE LINE

NEAR TARGET SURFACE

b is-ap
9 INTER- Al".'

I LINE lealp aI

SS

4OO Lrr, FROM SURFACE

WAVELENGTH (A)
rip 2 Single-shot aluminum spectra from a stepped target (spatial resolution 50 om). The lower spectrum shows inversion of the
(ls3p, Is4p) pair. S denotes dielectionic sateUites. These are plots of film densit) with different scales (see also fl. 3).
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sions are unimportant [8] . the temperature is suffi- .o
cientlh low and the density ratio Q = n(Al+12 )/ .. 5T$M* v&A .,

"freezing" of the Al I 2 ion density which provides PlAT YANG9OC 600the pumping source for the inversion. 
9%

We compare the experimental results with the one- 05- ;LAlARI So

dimensional two-temperature hydrodynamic code LOA . - W
SUPER [9] which includes an atomic physics group t,3'

of subroutines similar to what is described in ref. (4] :
rate equations for the evolution of Al ions charge 02 , T2

states and excited level populations, and the escape 1 o 0o
factor approximation for line radiation transport.
Using code calculations (and the experimental re- 0 .

sults). the opacity of the Is2 -ls3p and 1s2 -1s4p 0 100 200 300
AXIAL DISTANCE (MICRONS)

lines can be estimated and it turns out to be much Fig. 4. and measured as a
smaller than I at the large distances where inversion function of distance from the aluminum surface. Triangles
is observed (along the narrow dimension of the plas- denote experimentally determined temperature values for the

ma). Opacity effects can then by no means account stepped target of fig. 1, circles-for a flat aluminum target.

for the observed intensity inversion. Lower curves: measured intensity ratios of the resonance
Fg. 3 shows that the plasma expands in a narrow lines of hydrogen-like to helium-like aluminum ions.

axial channel (this was also found by Feldman et al.
[101 ): line widths obtained by the non-focusing spec- found to be consistent with planar, but not hemi-

trograph are determined by the source width. Fig. 3 spherical expansion.
indicates a plasma width : 200 pm over a large dis- Fig. 4 compares measured and computed profiles
tance (> 500 pm) from the target. A numerical simu- of Te. The measured intensity ratio of the Al*12 to

lation assuming a planar expansion is therefore justi- Al" I I resonance lines drops faster with distance
fled. Also, the lines intensity decay with distance is when the Mg plate is added. This is evidence of addi-

(at (b) (d)

IC :H
°, .

AXIAL DISTANCE ;E 35 pm" 176 ffm I0 /&I 420 jum

Fig. 3. Film density traces of AI*13 lines used to determine the plasma density profile. R: Is2 -Is 2pIP, IC: 1s2-1s2p 5 P. S de-
notes dielectronic satellites. Note that the curves have slightly different horizontal scales and different height scale factors. Spatial
resolution was 38 om.
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tional cooling due to the plate. For the recombina- 10
tion regime pertinent to our case simple coronal or
LTE models are not relevant in determining the elec- DENS , ,m',,"

tron temperatures. The experimental electron tem- 1300,m,/
peratures are derived using the more appropriate //2
steady state excited level model of ref. 18] by com- o0/ ' c- .,,,.-,
paring the observed intensit. ratio of the inverted / /
lines to the tabulated values. As fig. 4 shows. the val- /
ues thus derived are con6i.t'nt with the code predic-I
uons. The intensit\ of each resonance line is affected 200,m/
b) opacit\ but the ratio is relative independent of ', M /
absorption. However. the addition of the Mg plate 4::-

causes T, to fall faster with distance. To model this
cooling in the code we assumed a lateral temperature
gradient scale of 200 p. conducting heat into a sink 0 :

ofA c = 1021 cm- 3 at a location corresponding to the 0 04 05

Mg plate. This is an approximate model designed on- TIME (nsec)

l) to show qualitaivel) the effect of additional cool- Fig. 6. Numerical code calculation of reduced population
ing. densities. Distances are from initial aluminum surface. Theig. pair of curves at 250 mm corresponds to a calculation with

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of reduced populations (i.e.. provision to simulate the cooling effect of the magnesium
after division by the statistical weights) for the n = 3. plate. The other three pairs correspond to a simple flat alu-
4 shells derived from the measured intensities of the minum target.
lines 1s2 - ls3p and ls2 -ls4p. The electron density
is derived from the intensity ratio of the resonance experimental Ale points being lower than the calcu-
line and the intercombination line (R and IC in fig. 3). lated curve.
using cross-sections given by Vinogradov et a]. [ 1I. Finally, we show in fig. 6 a sample calculation of
We see that inversion exists in a region where Ae is population density evolution, with and without addi.
of order 1020 cm- 3. Neglecting opacity of the reso- tional cooling. There is no inversion at 130 Mm be-
nance line yields a conservative estimate of Ne (and cause the streaming plasma arrives there, first, with
the gain) and is probably responsible in part for the too high a temperature, then with too low a Q. On

2 102, the other hand, plasma conditions are right to obtainsmall inversion at 200jum and 400 pmn. Notice that
1001 . -COMPUTEDn smlnerina 2002n 40p.Noieta

, o~TIME AVERAGEO .0' enhanced cooling (the curves at 250 Jm) increases30 -MEASUREDa~l the peak reduced inversion density by a factor of 4

I u " - to 5 (compare with curves at 200 Mm) and also in.
20 POPULATION creases the population ratio of the inverted level

INVERSION pairs. This agrees with the fact that with a stepped
5 "DC ( P Ptarget large population ratios and even intensity in-

SFAO MASuED I .,) versions of the inverted level pair are observed. Fig. 6

LIN T ENtSITIEs also shows that spatial resolution at these distances
02 .... 210" is partially equivalent to temporal resolution. Using

0 W -0 30 either the calibrated line intensities or the curves
AXIAL DISTANCE MCROS) "with cooling" in fig. 6, we estimate the gain coeffi-

.Fig S. Upper curve: comparison between computed and cient for the 4 3F-3 3D manifold 1121 at 129.7 A
measured electron density profile. Measured values (full to be - 10 cm- I which for the measured plasma
circles) are derived from IR/1IC values (fig. 3). Lower curve:
the hne through the open circles denotes reduced popula- width 200 pm yields a gain of exp (0.2).
tion ratio of the inverted level pair as deduced from the menas- In conclusion, we find that plasma expansion far
wed line intensities, from a flat target is one-dimensional and shows popu-
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Abstract

Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is stimulated emission

initiated by the fluorescence in a laser amplifier in the absence

of optical feedback. A measurement of the angular distribution of

ASE is shown to be a practical, sensitive, and unambiguous single-

shot diagnostic of gain in laser amplifier experiments. The tech-

nique is more sensitive than spectral line narrowing observations

in situations in which the measurements are spatially integrated.

Other-arat-measurement techniques, such as pulse injection or

gain-length variation, are often impracticaI because of the lack of

reproducibility of the (pulsed) experimental conditions.

A two-dimensional geometric model is presented that predicts

the angular distribution of ASE from a rectangular amplifier with

uniform fluorescence and gain. The radiation transport equation

including gain is integrated over the amplifier to determine the

total radiant intensity emitted into a given direction. Angular

distribution curves are presented in terms of the amplifier length

to width ratio and the gain-length product. The FWHM beam divergence

is shown to be inversely proportional to the amplifier aspect ratio

and to increase with decreasing gain-length product. Near threshold

the beam divergence is several times larger than the inverse aspect

ratio. Calculations for integrated measurements in which the gain

coefficient and fluorescence rate are linear functions of a para-

meter (time, wavelength, space) show that an average gain coefficient

may be used in the uniform gain model to good approximation at small
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gain-length products. A reasonable threshold for the determination

of gain from directional ASE measurements is found to occur for an

average gain-length product of unity.

A transverse laser-pumped dye amplifier experiment is described

which was designed to measure the ASE angular distribution from an

optically freestanding amplifier with a non-uniform transverse gain

profile. Measurements of the distribution are presented, and the

observed depende-ce on the gain coefficient and the amplifier geometry

compared to that predicted by the ASE theory. To simulate an optical-

ly freestanding amplifier, R6G dye was index matched to its cell,

thus suppressing reflections and parasitic oscillations. The dye

concentration determined the transverse gain profile. Pumping was

provided by a frequency-doubled 15nsec. pulse from a Q-switched

Nd+ 3:Yag oscillator and Nd+3:glass amplifier chain.

In order to simulate an inhomogeneous laser-produced plasma x-

ray amplfication experiment, the model is extended to the case where

only a portion of the emitting region exhibits gain. The result is

that the direction of greatest intensity shifts off of the amplifier

axis, and the overall directionality is reduced at a given gain-

length product. The directionality of ASE is shown to still provide

a useful diagnostic of gain under such conditions.
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APPENDIX 3

Summaries of papers presented at the Annual Meeting of the Optical

Society of America, October 8-12, 1979, Rochester, New York.

EUV AND X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF AN INVERTED

LASER-PRODUCED ALUMINUM PLASMA

Yves Conturie and J. M. Forsyth

An aluminum plasma produced by a point-focus Nd3+-Glass laser (500 psec,

up to 100 J) is cooled at an early stage of its expansion by a "heat sink,"

a metallic foil placed near the surface of the Al target.1 High electron

density and low temperature increase the probability of recombination

through three-body rather than radiative processes, favoring the population

of. high-lying quantum states. 2 Two spatially resolving crystal-spectrographs

at perpendicular directions provide three-dimensional information on the

transitions to the ground-state in the H-like and He-like stages of the

plasma. Two target geometries show evidence of population inversion between

several Al1  levels and possibly between the n-4 and 3 Al 2 levels:

(i) a magnesium slit in front of an aluminum slab at normal incidence,

* (ii) a magnesium sheet on the side of a tilted aluminum slab. A grazing-

incidence grating spectrograph is used for direct observation of the

inverted transitions. Single-shot Al spectra in the range 50 1 - 500

are presented. Single-shot Fe spectra recorded under the same conditions

provide a reference for the line identification. Preliminary results on

line-focus experiments (using a cylindrical lens) are also presented.

Research Supported, in part, by AFOSR Grant 77-3189.

1Bhagavatula and Yaakobi, Opt. Comm. 24, 331 (1978).

2McWhirter and Hearm, Proc. Phys. Soc. 82, 641 (1963).
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NORMAL INCIDENCE SOFT X-RAY REFLECTORS FOR

ARBITRARY WAVELENGTHS USING A MODIFIED LANO4UIR BLODGETT METHOD

Alan E. Rosenbluth and J. M. Forsyth

X-ray reflectors operating near normal incidence must contain a

large number of (near) quarter-wave periods due to the weak interaction

of x-rays with matter. As a result, the production of such reflectors

using conventional layer deposition techniques presents a challenging

problem.
I

For wavelengths in the 100 9 regime, the stringent tolerances involved

can be met using the Langmulr-Blodgett technique, in which successive

portions of a monomolecular fatty-acid film are transferred from an

aqueous to a solid substrate.
2

The technique may be modified in an effort to produce mirrors tuned

to reflect arbitrary source wavelengths. One such modification makes

use of mirrors in which different layers are formed from different

molecules; another uses mirrors in which the high-index layers iormed

by the head-groups of the molecules are augmented.

An equivalent-index analysis of such structures indicates that

reflectors of the first type have an absorption-limited performance

of about 10%; reflectivitles of roughly 50% appear to be possible in

principle from reflectors of the second type.

Such reflectors might serve as cavity mirrors in an x-ray laser.

The technology involved may also be useful in surface-smoothing, and in

x-ray astronomy, microscopy, and lithography.

*Research Supported, in part, by AFOSR Grant 77-3189.

IR.P. Haelblch, A. Segmjller, and E. Spiller, Appl. Phys. Lett., 34 (3),
1979, p. 184.

2G.L. Gaines, Jr., Insoluble Monolayers at Liquid-Gas Interfaces, Inter-
science, 1966.
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High Reflectance Normal Incidence Mirrors for Arbitrary soft X-Ray Wavelengths between 70-300A

Illustrations: Figures 1, 2, and 3 are attached.

Description

We describe a mirror structure that can proylde qhigh normal incidence reflectivity at
any chosen soft x-ray wavelength in the range 70A-300A, where conventional metallic reflectors
cannot function. The new reflector is a modified multiple bilayer structure consisting of a
periodic array of fatty acid films separated by thin metallic layers.

Source

Alan Rosenbluth
James M. Forsyth

ratory for Laser Energetics
Uni vers
250 East River Road
Rochester NY 14623

Publications.

Alan E. Rosenbluth, "Normal Incidence Reflectors for Soft X-Rays," Institute of optics,
Spring, )979, Industrial Associates Meeting, Rochester NY, April 25, 1979.

Alan E. Rosenbiuth, J. M. Forsyth, "Normal Incidence Soft X-Ray Reflectors for Arbitrary
Wavelengths Using a Modified Langmuir-Blodgett Method," Optical Society of America. 1979
Annual Meeting, Rochetser NY, Oct. 10, 1979.
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A well-known class of periodic st uctures that satisfy resonant reflectance conditions
at certai, wavelengths in the range 7Oa-160 are the Langmuir-Blodgett multilayers. Such a
structure is formed by floating a monomolecular fatty acid film on a heavy metal ion solu-
tion and then attaching the monolayer to a mirror substrate by dipping the substrate into
the solution. A layer is deposited on each downstroke and sometimes on each upstroke, and
the bilayer molecular alignment shown in Figure 2 is obtained. A multiple bilayer structure
is then formed as the dipping of the substrate into the aqueous suspension is repeated.'
These structures can provide significant normal incidence reflection only at a set of dis-
cretely spaced soft x-ray wavelengths corresponding to the discrete set of fatty acid
molecular chain lengths. Furthermore, the low concentration of heavy ions in the metallic
salts of fatty acids implies that a large number of layers must be used to achieve good
reflectivity. This increase in the number of required layers causes an accompanying in-
crease in absorption, reducing the reflectivity finally obtained.

In the structure described in Figure 1, the wavelength of peak reflectivity has been
shifted away from any of the discrete values that a mirror made from a single fatty acid
molecule would be restricted to; this has been accomplished by periodically inserting into
the structure layers formed from a second species of fatty acid. Increased spacings between
the metallic layers can be obtained by transferring some of the fatty acid films from an
aqueous substrate not containing metallic ions. The effective period thickness of the
structure then becomes approximately the arithmetic mean of all spacing distances in the
structure's physical repeat period. Since good performance is obtained from such structures
over a small but finite range of wavelengths, a limited set Qf molecular combinations can
provide high reflectance over all wavelenghts in the 70-30OX range. (The upper limit
simply represents the approximate short wavelength cutoff of conventional reflectors.)

The reflectance of such structures is further enhanced if an additional thin metallic
layer is deposited on each monatomic metallic layer that is deposited with the Langmuir-
Blodgett technique. This increases the interaction of each individual period with the
x-rays, allowing the use of fewer periods in the mirror and consequently the production of
mirrors having reduced absorption. If additional metallic layers are used, the resonant
wavelength of the mirror can be controlled through variation of the thickness of these
layersi rather than through the use of fatty acids having non-uniform molecular lengths.

Present x-ray technology can provide significant reflection of x-rays only at grazing
angles of incidence. Recent experimental investigation into the production of x-ray
amplifying media suggests that successful fabrication of normal incidence mirrors of moder-
ate reflectivity might make possible the development of x-ray lasers (Figure 3).2

The development of normal incidence x-ray reflecting optics would also be of impor-
tance in x-ray microscopy and astronomy, in that it would allow better flux collection,
larger fields of view, smaller aberrations and finer diffraction limits than grazing optics.
There is some indication that a single Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer is capable of bridging
small gaps in an underlying substrate, and a cumulative smoothing may be present when
multiple layers are deposited. The control over surface roughness that such a smoothing
effect might provide would help increase the resolution of x-ray optical systems and
would be of interest in other applications.

The development of normal Incidence x-ray reflecting optics would also be of benefit
in the study of surfaces and in x-ray lithography.

1. 6. L. Gaines, Jr., Insoluble Monolayers at Liquid-Gas Interfaces, Interscience, 1966.

2. V. A. Shagavatula, B. Yaakobi, Opt. Corn., 24, 3, March 1978, p. 331.
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Physica Repeat Period of New Type of X-Ray Mirror

T .

Pair of Langmuir4lodgett

1 Depositions (up-stroke

Additional Metallic Layer

Figure 1
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Longmulr- Blodgett Multilayer
a. Schematic of multilayer.

} ,Basic Period (CH3(CH2)nCOO)2Pb

b. Schematic of basic period.
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IH3  I !s present between fatty-acid chains.

Figure 2
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Schematic of Possible X-Ray Laser System
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Figure 3
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APPENDIX 5

ABSTRACT FOR U. S. PATENT APPLICATION, SERIAL NUMBER 88,699 -

FILED OCTOBER 26, 1979.

Mirror structures are described which provide

high normal incidence reflectivities at x-ray wave-

lengths (such as soft x-ray wavelengths in the range
0 0

70 A to 300 A) where conventional metallic reflectors

can not function. The mirror is made up of an array

of repeated periods each consisting of monoatomic

metallic layers and Langmuir-Blodgett hydrocarbon

molecular layers. The mirror may also include addi-

tional Langmuir-Blodgett bilayers serving as spacer

layers and/or additional reflection-enhancing metal

films. The various layers are systematically

deposited in such a way that, first, the mirror

structures are periodic, and second, that the average

separation between metallic layers maximizes the

reflectance at the design wavelength. Such mirror

structures can be configured to define a resonant

cavity to support x-ray laser action.
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